
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Dear Customer, thanks a lot for the buying of this lamp. Before you start to 
operate with this lamp, please read the safety instructions carefully
and store the safety instruction for more inqueries afterwards.

Safety directions:
   1. Always isolate the power before commencing installation, mainienance or 
       repair.
   2. Only the expert is allowed to install the lamp under the electronic- 
       intallation instructions.
   3. The symbol      means: savety class II , the lamp is double isolated and it´s
       not allowed to affiliate to the protective conductor.
   4. The symbol        means: the lamp is appropriate for the installation on
       inflammable materials.
   5. Before you start running the lamp, make sure that the current voltage of the 
       illuminant agree with the one in your household.
   6. This lamp is for indoor use only. Do not use it outdoor, in the bathroom
       or in a humid and foggy surrounding area.
   7. The lamp has always to be built up on a robust, horizontal crown. 
   8. Only use illuminants with the stated wattage, we suggest energy- saving 
       lamps.
   9. The exchange of the illuminants should be made with a soft rag, that hurts 
       or burns can be avoid.
 10. Clean the lamp only if it is switched off and avoid wetness in conducting
       things.
 11. Only an expert is allowed to exchange the damaged electric cable.
 12. If the lamp is damaged, you had to swich it off and display the power directly. 
 13. Never cover up the lamp with draperies or similar materials.

In the case of construction- or material mistakes the producer accord a two-year 
garanty whitch starts at the selling- date and only applies in conection with the 
sales slip. The garanty goes out by wrong installation, repairs or changings. The  
producer doesn´t take the responsibility of damageing with accrue by unnormal 
using or input of improper equipment.
If you have any questions we would like to help you. 
We wish you have an enjoyment with this lamp.
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